One of the inventions created by my good father, the designer and jack-of-all-trades Tibor Kemény, was a new electric circuit
system. In California in the US discussions on global climate change and global pollution were initiated, which influenced my
father, among others. At the end of the 1970’s and the beginning of the 1980’s he was looking for the new current which he
called “cold electricity.” Working at the time for Televerket (a Swedish State Agency responsible for telecommunications) he
borrowed some state-of the-art instruments in order to get some results (see pp 16-26). The very idea of cold electricity has its
origins in fish which live deep in the sea and emanate light.
Sadly, my good father Tibor Kemény passed away on May 4, 1991, while I held his hand in mine. I will never forget that day. I
lost interest in this patent application which was not approved of in Sweden, especially as the administrator wrote that the system
was not working. I also, evidently, miss my father’s technical competence, but most of all I miss him. Aries Motor Co was
founded by the Kemény family in 1983. Today we know that global warming is only partially caused by CO2 emissions.
In 1983 NASA discovered the neutron star Nemesis/Planet X which will soon appear and is responsible for various natural
catastrophes. More info at ”The Maya Calendar and Omega” page 7.
Below is the patent application written by my father and me. The application was published on January 13, 1992.

My good father and his 1979-81 research for a cleaner, more human world.

Patent and Registration Office,
Box 5055, 102 42 Stockholm
Håkan Sandh, administrator
Patent #9001895 – 3
This material, which I found in my father’s archives, was compiled by me.
I hope it will turn out to be useful.
Kind regards,
Aries Motor,
Josef Kemény

Appendix #1
The designer and inventor Tibor Kemény’s own notes written during his observations
in connection with his research on the new electric circuit system

Appendix #2
During a test of a new type of electric motor in June 1981, my father managed to
photograph the new current using an oscilloscope. More information on this:
appendices 5-7.

Appendices ##3-4
The pictures describe condenser groups from group 1 to group 4 during the test of a
new type of electric motor in June 1981 and photos of the new current in appendices 57. Condenser groups 1-4 can be compared to condensers 9, 10, 29 and 30 in the patent
application.

Appendices ##5-7
These appendices describe the new current, “Cold Electricity” using a number of screen
diagrams according to a so-called “charging/discharging principle” between the
condensers’ negative poles.

Appendix #5
Three pictures, a, b and c*, of the condensers’ charging graphs on the
oscilloscope’s display.
Picture a and b depict charging graphs of condenser groups 1 and 4 corresponding
to condensers 9 and 10 in the patent application.
Picture c shows the charging graph of condenser groups 2 and 3 corresponding to
condensers 29 and 30 in the patent application.

Appendix #6
On the oscilloscope’s display are two pictures, a and b, of the condensers’
discharging graphs.
Picture a depicts the discharging graph of condensers 1 and 4 corresponding to
condensers 9 and 10 in the patent application.
Picture c depicts the discharging graph of condenser groups 2 and 3 corresponding
to condensers 29 and 30 in the patent application.

Appendix #7
On the oscilloscope’s display the three pictures a, b and c simultaneously
demonstrate the charging and discharging graphs of the condensers.
The upper part (from the centre line) in pictures a, b and c depicts discharging
graphs from condenser groups 1 and 4. The lower part still shows the same
pictures a, b and c, i.e. the charging graphs of condenser groups 2 and 3.

Appendix #1

The New Electric Circuit System
From electrical currents known previously I produced a new type of electrical circuit.
I call it cold electricity.
Its qualities: The quantity of current is possible to maintain and expand (ampere).
There is no voltage involved.
The current is transported via a so-called “electric vacuum”. The current is cyclic, it
changes direction and it reminds us of the behaviour of the alternating current. The
currents are homogeneous they are either positive or negative.

Positive current moves to positive pole

Negative currents moves to negative pole

The directions of the currents are in a state of opposition. When negative current has a
direction to the right, the positive current goes left and vice versa. Since the current
necessary to carry out the work does not possess voltage, there is a current without
watt. The coils do not emit heat, there is no consumption of heat. The cold electricity is
suitable for running special electric motors. These motors do not consume any
electricity (there is a prototype). It is also suitable for illumination. Electric fitting
could be exposed as patterns of light emitting diodes and they would not consume any
electricity. No heat is produced, “cold light.”
The cold electricity is also economically justifiable when it comes to driving private
cars (electric cars). Cold electricity can also remove commercial petrol-driven motors
from the market. It protects our nature and is free.
May, 1981
Tibor Kemény
Designer
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Appendix #3

Appendix #4

Appendix #5

Charging diagram
condensers 9 and 10.
Group 1-4

Charging diagram
condensers 29 and 30.
Group 2-3

Appendix #6

Discharging diagram
condensers 9 and 10.
Group 1-4

Discharging
diagram condensers
29 and 30.
Group 2-3

Appendix #7

Charging and
discharging
diagram condensers
9 and 10.
Group 1-4

Charging and
discharging diagram
condensers
-Extra image-

Charging and discharging
diagram condensers 29
and 30.
Group 2-3

Kemény Tibor, május 1981

Since my father was Hungarian, he initially described his invention in Hungarian (above).

More about this at ”Autobiography, (brief)”, pp 6-7. At the same web site, www.cosmic-construction.com Click on the company’s icon at the
bottom, then on <Jack-of-all-trades>. I mentioned at ”Evolution”, page 36, that the priest J.F, from St Antonius’s congregation in Padua in Baja
visited me together with his female friend in the summer of 1981. On a Saturday we visited my father, we then lived apart. Since the priest’s
friend did not like technology, she and my sister talked about art and sports in the garden while the priest, my father and I entered the small room
in the house. The room was a small research laboratory which my father had built. He briefly described the new system for the priest who could
see how the motor worked without losing any energy. The priest asked my father how he got the idea of this cold electricity. My father
mentioned that he had watched a tv program about fluorescent fish which exist deep down in the sea. Then my father understood that there must
exist a current system which works besides Ohm’s law and he started to develop and realize the idea. The priest said that the invention was
without precedent on this planet, he knew scientists and technicians within the clergy, one example is the priest who married one of my mother’s
sisters (more info at ” High Priest Caiapha’s Will”, page 66) and several others. He himself was interested in, for example, physics. The priest
said to my father: ”Tibor, I am very proud of you, we Hungarians are not stupid… you are quite a Triumph Veritas.” He said that
wondered how Sweden and the surrounding world would receive this new circuit. Then he said to me that he was not surprised since he
personally knew my family even on my maternal grandfather’s side as early as in the 1940’s. – Ten years later, when the priest learned via my
mother that my father had passed away in 1991, he was very low-spirited and burst into tears. He arranged a memorial service in Baja, my
mother was invited.

Hello Josef,
Your father's electric motor patent is fascinating.
I have replicated the circuit.
Basically, the battery banks are put in series when the switch is on and that
charges one capacitor while the other capacitor discharges.
The the opposite switch goes on and puts the batteries in series to the other
capacitor while the first capacitor is then discharge.
This repeats and there is a cold current available between the negatives of
the capacitors. That current charges the motor coil.
I can show you my work.
Would you like to talk?
Thank you,
Aaron (Washington State, USA)
Kemeny Tibor Electric Motor

fr 2015-03-20 02:22
Datumintervall: Vital Energy
Till: info@cosmic-construction.com

The e-mail from the American Aaron confirms that my father’s new circuit works well and it
seems clear that he belongs to the élite of the electro-technical world. I am fairly sure that when
Aaron studied the patent documents concerning my father’s invention, he suspected that this
invention should work and that he was able to replicate it. In other words: he has excellent
technology ability and can immediately make the correct decision.
I can congratulate Aaron. Had my father been alive, he would have sent his regards. He
appreciated honest and capable technicians and you are one of them.
You are the only one on this planet who has replicated my father’s new circuit and also told me
about it.
Thanks a lot! .
I appreciate what you have done!!!
Josef

